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Wednesday, Mareh 13,1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢--1 tim.,, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
HELP WANTED
NATIONALLY know men's apparel and
furnishings corporation looking for fraternity nnd independent men to ;repre-o
sent and promote quality men's wear at
reasonable prices .. Write:
College Classics, Inc.
1585 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43201
HELP WANTED
PART TIME. Company Distributor wants
students who desire earning an extra
$25 to $30 per week as representative.
Work 2-3 hrs. during day or eve. No
experience needed. For appt. call 842..
8657. 3/15
SUMMER COUNSELORS. Leading Eastern Boy.s Ranch. Over 19 yrs. of age,
must have thorough knowledge of horse.
rnanship and be able to tear:h riding and
care of horses. Camping experience de-

sirable but not essential. Also openings
for Arts & Crafts instructor specializ..
ing in leather craft, A.R.C. water- safety
instructor, and N.R.A. rifle instructor.
W:rite ames R. Mosely, 432 Arizona SE,
No. E, Albuquerque,. N.M., or call 255~
8411 between 8 and 10 p.m.
HELP WANTED: Ideal job for male or
female college stndent. 15 hrs. Pel" week.
Simple typing & bookkeeping. Name
yonr own hours. Beginning Sept. 1968
in faD semester. Pay $1.26 per hour.
Must qualify for work·study. Secretary
Student Faculty Association. Applications in Activities Center. For addition..
sl information call 255·6327, evenings.
Deadline April 5.
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117.
ROOMMATE rteeded to share apt. near
UNM. Cal 247·9985, ask for Jim or Bob.
8/18
WANTED: 5 student members Cor Stodent Faculty Assoeiation. Pick up applications in the Activities Center.
Deadline for applications: Friday, April
5. For information call 255-6327 evenlop.

Krbec Appointed
To ·Regional Post

U. Friends of Art
To Sponsor Talks

Raphael will be the topic of the
first in a series of six lectures
sponsored by the Friends of Art
of the University Art Mu11eum.
It is scheduled for 8 tonight in
the Recital Hall.
The lectures, whose theme is
"Great Masters-Some Moments
of Artistic Crisis," will begin with
the lecture on Raphael by Robert
0. Parks, director of the UNM
Art Museum.·
The· six illustrated lectures will
be contributed as a service to the
Friends of Art by members of
the faculty of the UNM art department. Each lecture will be
followed by a discussion period
at which coffee will be served.
Admission to the lecture is 50
cents. It is free to participating,
contributing, supporting, and
benefactor members of the
Friends of Art.
King Sets Record
Memberships in the Friends of
Art may be purchased at the door
UNM basketball coach Bob of the Recital Hall preceding the
King's first year (16-9) gave first lecture of the series or at
the Lobos their first winning season since 1951 and his 93 ·wins in , the museum during its regular
his :first five seasons are more hours. Tickets for the lecture
than New Mexico's 11-season series may also be purchased at
the museum.
total prior to his arrival.
Kirby Krbec, assistant director
of the Union, has been appointed
regional representative for Region 13 of the Association of College Unions-International.
The three-year appointment,
effective April 10, was made by
the ACU-1 president, Richard
Blackburn, director of the K·
State Union, Kansas State Uni~
versity.
·
The ACU-1 is a professional
organization of 800 member· college unions. Founded in 1914, the
body claims members in several
countries outside the United
States, including Canada, Japan,
the British Isles, South America
and the Middle East.
The ACU-I is one of the oldest
organizations in higher education
in the United States.
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EXCULSIVE NEW MEXICO ENGAGEMENT

Topic Is Raphael
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TODAY!
MATINEES EVERY DAY!
Best Picture
SPECIAL LATE SHOW

STARTS

EVERY FRIDAY &SATURDAY!

7

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vo1. 71

Best Actor
Best Actress
Best Director:
Best Supporting Actress

Thursday, March 14,1968

U.

Best Screenplay

Bast Cinematography

MiKE NICHOLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN '""""""""
.

"Benjamin-

~p~~

undesirabler
"Oh,no
Mrs. Robinson.
I think
you're the
moot attractive
of all
my parents'
friends."

THE GRADUATE

U. Faculty Club Requests
Liquor Permit for Lounge

ANNE BANCROFT...,. DUSTIN HOFFMAN •KAT.~RINE ROSS
OPEN 1:30 SHOW 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00

•

Pssst.
Wanna buy a revealing glimpse
of student life in Europe for a buck?

FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM furnished house, 2709 Coal
SE. $90. utilities paid. CaD 255~653.
FREE UTILITIESJII Yours when you
rent tbis efficiency apt. for only $50. n
montb. Located on Girard SE. Perfect
for couple or stodents. Interested? Call
265-4785 after 3:80.

·····--·--
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LOCAL TOWNSPEOPLE seem to be as interested in the ~uccess of
the ~ basketball team as the students. Marquees like this one are
sproutmg up all over town with epitaphs like "Go Lobos '' "Win
Lobos," and "~at UC!-A." That is, of course, providing UCLA can get
past our- feroc1ous ne1ghbors to the south. The Lobos see their first
NCAA action Friday against Santa Clara in University Arena. (Photo
by Pawley.)

FOR. SALE
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 43" wide, 17" deep,
30" high; 7 dwrs; phony walnnt finish.
$30. See at LOBO office, 168 Student
Poblications Bldg.. after 5 p.m. Do not

caD.

HOUSE FOR SALE: one block elemen·
tary. 5 minutes UNll, near sltopping.
Rcdeeorated 3 bedrooms, den, fireplace,
patio. Asaume 5~ o/0 loan or trn.de for
12' -wide mobile borne. 1.816 Bryn 'Mawr,
265-4144. 11/18

The UNM Faculty Club has applied for a liquor license for its
lounge at 1805 Roma NE.
Faculty Club President Dr.
Joseph Frank said last night "I
think everything will go okay. The
club will probably be open in September.''
New Mexico Governor David
Cargo is not supporting the club's
request for a private liquor license, Dr. Frank said.
Gov. Cargo has said that the
club "will have to be restricted
to faculty members or I won't
have it. There are to be no students, no graduate students, and
no public patronizing the place.
And if they have a lot of protests
against the license I won't issue
it."

Senate Revamping. Tabled

LOST
$10. REWARD for retmn oC 5x7 pictures
lost with Chem. 101 book. Two of blond
boy, 1 of jumping horse.. No questions.
Call 277-2855.

Student Senate last night tabled a proposed constitutional
amendment to reduce that body
to 20 members and to hold only
one election each year.
Sen. Jim Dines introduced the
motion to table the bill and suggested that all campus organizations should be contacted before
Senate takes action.
"SENATE IS supposed to be a
representative body, so we should
at least let the organizations
know that we are considering a
constitutional change of this nature," Dines said after the meeting.
Each student senator has been
assigned as liaison officer to one
or more campus groups, and
Dines said attempts will be made
this week to see that as many organizations as possible arc contacted. "They may wish to offer
changes or amendments to the
proposal," Dines said.
THE PROPOSED amendment,
to be voted on by students in the
spring elections, was introduced
by Vice-President Bill Carr. Carr
said the change would make Senate a "tighter organization and a
more cftkient operation." The
smaller group would offer more
flexibility and would increase
competition among senators to
produce Ul!leful legislation, Carr
said.
"Fewer elections each year
would be a godsend to the student

SERVICES
TYPING l ·For a 'super' paper-edited ""
to grammar, spelling,. punctuation-Jet a
Conner NYC Executive Secretary help
you. Experienced typing professional
papers presented national conference.
Phone: 242-0649. 3/15

Fritchey •••
(Continued from page 4)
in the mechanics of the thing on
the federal level.''
In any case, nobody seems to
want to do away with primaries
altogether. "For those who believe in popular democracy," Sen.
Proxmire says, "the death of the
Presidential primary would be a
tragedy.'' If it disappears, he
fears that "a passive, apathetic
America will slumber deeper than
ever, as the real decisions are
determined by a small group of
deeply interested men and women
in an atmosphere of almost irresistible partisanship.''
HOW LONG, asks the Washington Post, "will bit take the
country to sweep away this conglomeration of unequal and illogical state systems and pass a
· national election law giving the
people the right to choose their
candidates as well as to decide
the :final outcome in November?"
The answer is that it has taken
a long time already, and the end
is not in sight. The Congress and
the public continue to be tempted, but not tempted enough.
The chances are that the present "conglomerate" (but interacting) system will persist for
some years, with the primary
part of it gradually maturing and
possibly exerting more influence.
THE UPSHOT is that there is
ample time to decide whether to
take the final step of lodging the
nominating power exclusively in
a national primayr. I, .for one,
will be surprised if this happens
in the foreseeable future, for the
national party convention, especially since the advent of television, has become a great American "institution," and it has a
unique and indispensible role to
play in a federal-type of nation of
our magnitude and diversity.

Listen. It's called Let's Go-T he Student Guide to Europe,
written by Harvard students. And it's full of the real stuff.
Like how to pour Spanish cider by holding the jug over your
shoulder and the glass behind your back. And the most successful
(fully researched) ways to hitchhike in Germany. Spain. Everywhere.
And, of course, places to eat and sleep that only a student could love.
Take a peek for yourself. Send one little buck with coupon below.
Offer good while stocks last.
r------------------------~
TWA, Dept. 208, P.O. Box 25, Grand Central Station, N.Y. 101117
Oh. By the way. If you do
Hero's my check to TWA for $1.011. Quick. Send me my
decide to get a student's-eyeLet's Go-The Stude11t Guide to Europe in a plain brown wrapper.
view of Europe, you'll fly there
Name __________________________________________
on aU. S. airline, right? So
Address--------------------------make it TV\TA. The airline that
knows Europe like a book.
C I I Y - - - - - - - - - - - S t a t e - - - - - Z i p Code _ _ __
Need further info on travel
My travel agent Is·-----------------------in U.S. or to Europe? Check
your travel agent. Or your
TWA Campus Rep:
Joseph A. Alarid at 242-5540.
•

•service mark owned exclusively by Trans World Airlines, Inc.
~-------------------------

Room lost $20,000 last year and
prospects are poor for improvement. Board members Steve Van
Dresser called for an explanation.
Union management asked for
more time to break down expense
figures. A special meeting was
called .for this Friday at 4:00 p.m.
"A REAL lack o.f action on the

Frank. Optimistic

'T~CHNICdl.~· PANAVISION

•

Desert Room t)t

By BILL SULLIVAN
Union finances and planning
came under sharp attack by Union
board members at a meeting last
night. Prof. Don Schlegel called
for the closing of the Desert Room
by April 1.
Kirby Krbec, associate Union
director, revealed that the Desert

JOSEPH E. LEVINE

.

No.79
c,_ "'11--t

body," Carr said. There will be
more candidates, but the students
will only haev to vote once a year
instead of two or three times, so
student interest in the campaign
will be greater, he said.
IN OTHER action, Senate also
allocated l170 to send three delegates from the UNM Law School
to a convention in Denver March
22-24.
Duke Thornton, a representative of the Law School who will
attend the conference, told sen-

ators that the Law Student Division of the American Bar Association is divided into 12 circuits.
UNM is one of five states represented in the tenth circuit, and
Thornton intends to run for vicepresident of the circuit.
If Thornton is elected, there is
"a good chance" that the circuit
convention will be held at UNM
next year, he said. Thornton
could also run for national president of the division, he said.
(Continued on Page 2)

50 Protestors Expected

Resistance Planning Demonstration
At Army Induction Center April 3
By GRANT HARVEY
"Our demoncstration April 3 at
the army induction center in
downtown Albuquerque could
easily be one of the largest ever
held in New Mexico," said Larry
Lack at the Resistance meeting
last night.
"Fifty or nlOI'e demonstrators,
some carrying protest signs and
some passing out flowers or draftinformation leafiets, will spend
most of tbat Wednesday in the
area around the induction center
near 5th and Gold SW ," Lack
said.

The Faculty Club is made up
mostly of UNM professors and
some administrators and Re~tents,
including Tom L. Popejoy, UNM
president; Arturo Ortega, president of the Regents; and Dr.
Frank, chairman of the English
department.
President Popejoy said the license is needed so that the club
can serve cocktails with its meals.
He also said "there is strong support for the club among the faculty."
Turner Branch, state liquor director, said the club representatives (including Popejoy, Ortega,
and Frank) are working on a list
of club members. Incorporation
papers have already been presented.
_ "The license will be processed
like any other club license application," Branch said.

** *
U. Senators Oppose

Facufty liquor Bid
Student senators, in an informal poll, last night voted 17-2
against a proposal to serve liquor
in the .faculty lounge on campus.
"Is this discrimination, or isn't
it?" asked Sen. Cleve Seamon.
Senators indicated that, if students over 21 are not allowed to
drink on campus, faculty members should not be either.
Sen. Coleman Travelstead said
he will meet "in the very near
future" with Dean of Students
Harold Lavender to consider the
proposal.

lose

part of mangement is .forcing us
(the board) to make these decisions," Prof. Schlegel charged.
He expressed concern that Union
director William Bierbaum is
"dragging his feet" on long range·
planning and on cutting back nonessential, costly services.
Biel'haum replied that he felt
the committees were the "feet
draggers" while the management
carries the ball.
Krbec asked the board to considet• the human element involved
in the closing the Desert Room.
He said there are thirteen waiters
and waitresses involved plus a
full time cashier. Discussion revealed that the 13 waiters and
waitresses are part-time employees and only the cashier is a full
time employee. The motion to
close the room was tabled.
BIERBAUM outlined plans for
development of the east terrace
outside of the Union. He said·"that tables and benches could be
provided to accomodate 130 to
210 people.
Associated Students President
John Thorson moved that the
building committee be required
to present a timetable for Union
expansion by the first board meetting in April. The timetable will
included plans for re-location of
the book store as well as food
service improvements. Schlegel
amended the motion so that the
proposals should cover the next
20 years of Union planning.
Student Senator Ross 'Perkal
read a resolution passed by the
student senate proVfding that two
senators and two students be enlisted to assist the building committee.

Battle of Beards
Begins March 20
The annual Fiesta beard growing contest will officially begin
next Wednesday. Contestants can
enter anytime after Wednesday
by showing their clean-shaven
faces at the Alpha Phi Omega
clockroom in the Union.
April 1 is the deadline for entering the contest. Entrants must
have their two UNM IDs to enter
the competition. Judging will be
done at the Friday night dance
of Fiesta Week.

THE MAIN purposes of the
Resistance group in this project
are to bring attention to its opposition to draft policies in the
U.S. and to help those who are
being inducted into the army.
Lack said help will be offered in
the form of various informative
leaflets to advise those who oppose their induction.
One leaflet circulated wili list
the names and hometowns of
those New Mexicans killed in
Viet Nam in past months. Another will contain excerpts of
(Continued on Page 2)

Lecture on Scientology Set
By AI..I.EN BUCHANAN
"A civilization witllout insanity, without criminals and with- t war, wbere the able can
,..,.,..,r and honest beings cat:1
•ve ~. and wflere Man is
. to gr:eater ...'"'"'fi"
....:-~.ts
free to nse
. . •"
Tftis is the goal of Srielltoh g',
8ll ICeD by L. Ron Hobllard,
f•••er of Scientology, Amer-ican
..-1 pll11eeopfter. It, is an
as lied ~Y ~r.s ~
flllllia for what is pa
Y _,
' $£ t "
t I , Wt" 6 isa·
..... ill •
...teL
Alf &43 IIUC'ft!IKY Ieetwe
..- lie ~ at 7:30 p.m., Mareh

wa••

•

15, at the hospitality room in the
First National Bank Building,
5301 Centtal NE.
Titel'e are eight UNM students
currently involved with Scientolii@'Y who will be attending the
lecture Friday niPt. They are
aot aliGwed to giv(l interviews
without ,ermitlllioo from Scientology W-orld Wide.
One of the ~ results is
.m itu e1 we in iulieltigence. Hubt.rd _,a that various universities IIIJw ". • • teated people beilltre 9o • tology flliOC'eiiSing and
.tter ~ogy prooeuing and
uaifomd~ found that the I.Q. had

been raised."
HE GOES on to say that "the
application of Scientology tech·
niques and procedures to the individual bring about increased
·awar"eness, ability, and effectiveness."
Advocates insist that there arc
no tricks of logic involved, and
that one doesn't have to believe
in it to have it work. All that is
asked is that people "look for
themeelves.''
The speaker will be ru.Mrd
Wrigley of tbe Church of Scientology of A1111tin, Texas. A4111ission is free.

RESISTORS LARRY LACK (left) aBII. Jeff s.MIIcrg (~) outlme ,taos fur an April 3 ~~-onstr'ati011 to be st.qed by tile UNM Ke·
sitmuftce in fl'OIIt of the Anay illductiott ceater ila Mwll.t.w. A...41aet·
que. Lad!: hepes to make tile deiMIIIIlAtion a feltiw • .z •s11 •IMI
m r 11llll the peusibility of H.rillg IIUIIIie, ....... Ull Ni&1zt 5llt<s
lw ~- Lack is workiag 1Jftt1l Regw All• a , I
lhq.
edler -~ of St.tJClents f81' a Deaoen.tie U.. iel;t •
au-gtMients for the deacRistratien. (Pbeto .,. Pawley)

_. _._1

'·'
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·Social Comment
By CFIUCK REYNOLDS
The Graduate. He says he's had
this feeling ever since he graduated. You know, a compulsion to
be rude all the time.

Resistance Plans
Induction Protest
(Continued from page 1)
varbal opposition expressed by
~ome of the army generals who
are denouncing the VietNam war.
Another leaflet will advise those
being inducted on April 3 that
they can prolong and possibly
eventually
avoid certain
induction
altogether
by using
informa-

tio~l~~:~::~: ~i:,he:, ~r~~~e~aii~

•

Thursda~, March 14, 1968

Thursday, Mai-ch u;tD68

NEW MEXlCO LOBO

'The Graduate' Is EHective

He's right there in the middle
of it. What producer Mike Nichols calls "the Josangelesization
of the world."

plan, which he !lnd his Alfa are high water, or lo:>angelesmanicompelled to carry out, come hell,
ordinary way of rudeness? Also, curedlawnpresbyterianc h u r e h.
he has a very fuzzy conception of (Located in Santa Barbara,)
BENJAMIN wnlks into the what is happening a:round him.
Benjamin does not suddenly
losangeleshome of his f11ther's
mature.
He merely seems to
IT WOULD be fair to say that
losllngele&lawpnrtner as the los- Benjamin is uncertain about emerge from a blurred existence
angelescolorteevee wafts sti·ains many things. "Did you get a to a more definite one.
of "The Newlywed Game" be- 1·oom, Benjamin?" "Do you think
"THE GRADUATE" itself is
hind the conversation and noise I should, Mrs. Robinson?" "Yes."
somewhat fuzzy about many
also
of the room. ("What is it about "When?"
things
for a while: the television,
your wife that 11nnoys you the
The Graduate does not have a the beers and suntans on floats in
most?"-"Not shaving her legs." definite post-graduate plan (the
the swimming pool, the corrupt
-Bzzzzz!! "No points.")
losangelesdraftboard does not fraternity ethic, the farce on
But Benjamin's rudeness is un- have a role in this film) until a
usual. It's a dopey rudeness. After girl enters his life. No, not the initiation into "twenty-one-yearOld-hood"-none of those seems
all, how can a guy with such a woman. A girl.
tCl
be bitterly enouglj portrayed.
weak lower lip be rude in the
At that point he aequires a

Changes Wanted UNM Concert Band
PATRONIZE
lOBO
ADVERTISERS
In Draft System TO Present Program

Page 3

But then, there's just Benjamin. Benjamin and his plan. And
that's enough,
Because "The Graduate" is
about Benj11min, and Dustin Hoffman's portrayal of him makes the
film's social comment incidental,
and probably more effective because o:f this :fact,
Dustin Hoffman, Anne Bancroft
and Katherine Ross do an excellent job in this film, released by
Embassy pictures, directed by
Mike Nichols 11nd Lawrence Turman, 11nd nominated for seven
academy awards.

ervmg a Mexican nners
and American Dishes

senate Reorganization Bi/I Is Tabled,·
Year(y Election Proposed

Group to Seek Organizations/ Views

March Interviews
Set for Teachers
By Public Schools

WANTED

both Spanish and English because
(Continued from page 1)
of the high rate of induction of
•
Sen. Coleman Travelstead has
men of both languages, Lack said.
SENATE BILL 11, enlisting introduced a resolution to estabThe Resistance will solicit the four senators to serve as advisors lish two schobr·ships for UNM
participation of the La Verdadera to the Building Committee, has students attending the Andean
Association de Los Duranes, a been signed by Associated Stu- Researeh and Study Center in
. Spanish-speaking group in the dents President John Thorson.
Quito, Ecuador, next year. Fidemonstration. Plans call for this Thorson has also approved a bill nance Committee will consider the
group to march fl'om Los Duranes allocating $817 to the Interna- resolution.
to the induction center the day of tiona! Center.
The scholarships would be for
the protest.
Senate Steering Committee will $200 for e11ch semester for pllrAlthough a peaceful demonstra- be asked to consider a bill to es- tial tuition payments. ·
ri:ion is expected, police supervision tablish a student housing council
SENATE I,AST night also conwill be used. Members of the Re- to "aid students in finding living curred with the appointment of
The Editorship of the MIRAGE is a salaried
sistance were told how to dispersE! ql.larters off-campus." The council Sandra Heide to the Students Afand re-group in case of trouble, would work with the UNM Hous- fairs Committee. Larry Lucero
position. Applications are now being acLack said.
ing Office and would consist of will serve as co-chairman of the
A poetry reading in support of four students and one sen11tor,
Program Directorate, and Albcrrt
cepted. The deadline is noon Friday,
the Resist11nce will be held SatA bill establishing expense ac- ,J. Rizzole Jr. will be the new
urday night in room 101 of the counts for the ASUNM president chairman of the Student OrientaMarch 15. An overall grade point of 2.3
Anthropology building. Ten New and vice-president was referred tion Committee.
is required. For further information conMexico poets will read works of to Senate Fin11nce Committee,
authors supporting the cause of The executives would be asked to
Bah a 'j Songfest
tact Student Publications Business Manathe Resistance against wa1· and submit separate monthly budget
Baha'i Student Association will
9er Room 159 Journalism building or cafl
the draft.
reports to the committee.
sponsor a songfest Friday at 8
Lack said that the Resistance
FINANCE COMMITTEE will p.m. in the Lobo Room down277-4102
will be willing to help any indi- also consider a bill to withdraw stairs in the Union, There will be
vidual about to be inducted by $550 from the reserve fund for no admission charge and the songholding a demonstration when publication of the April-May is- fest is open to the public. Singthat person's induction date oc- sue of El Recado, student govern- ers are asked to bring their own
_cu_r_s_._________________________m_e_n_t_'s__
ca_I_en_d_a_r_.________________i_n_st_r_u__
me~n~t~s·~--~------------~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~•

WASHINGTON (CPS)- Ten
mem_bers of the house special edThe ~NM Concert Band will in val·ious ensembles in all parts
l.lcat~on sl.lbcommittee have 11sked pre~ent Its first program of the of New Mexico, preformed with
President Johnson 11nd Secretary sprm?' semester Monday night at the UNM Orchestra· and the Alof Defense Clark Clifford to take 8:15 m the Concert Hall.
buquerque Civic Symphony.
steps to lighten the impact of the
George Robert, UNM music
Professor James Thornton will
loss of draft deferments on grad- pro~essor, wil! be the featured conduct the Concert Band in the
uate students.
sol01st. He will be featured in absen()e of :Prof William Rhoads
who is on 11 sabbatical leave this
The group made no specific pro- Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue".
posal but asked for "a system of
ROBERT joined the music facsemester.
selection which will distribute ulty at UNM in 1944 and since
The second and final concert
the . bm·den equitably among all then has appeared as soloist and will include new work entitled
available men in the eligible man"Introduction and Capriccio for
power pool." However, Chairman
Piano and 24 Winds" by John
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
In Placement Office
Edith Green (D-Ore.) and several
Bames Chance will be played.
Catering service to your favorite eating place
other members of the subcommitThis particular selection is popu.
tee, have generally favored a .plan
Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent'"'>
lar with college and high school
discotmt
bands.
that would make 19-year-olds the
prime age group, along with colHours 11 :30 ?:m· to 8:30 P·~· doily
ALSO FEATURED will be a
lege graduates.
Open til 9 p.m. on Fnday and Saturday nites
new symphony, by Ida Gotkovsky
Undet• the present regulations,
entitled "Symphonic pour Orches4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231
almost all draftees after June
tra d'Harmonie". This is an imwill be college graduates.
255-5079
portant selection as far as the
A number of interviews for band is concerned and is based on
The subconJmittee also sent a
copy of the resolution to Chah- prospective teachers at UNM conventional harmony with an
man L. Mendel Rivers of the will be held in March at the UNM overlay of more current melodic
Thrifty Motorists Throughout
Placement Center.
writing.
House Armed Services Committee
who had earlier made the sam~
School dietri~ta inte!"'l'iewing are: Al"Petite Suite", a piece for two
Pubhc Schools, March 14 • Turproposal in a letter to Selective buquerque
players
and one piano, by Claude
locl< School Dilltrlcta, Turlock, Calif.,
Rocky Mt. Region
Service Director Lewis Hershey. March 15 ; Albuquerque Public Schools
Debussy also will be performed.
March 15; Hanford Elementary Schools'
In the petition the subcommit- Hanford, Calif., March 18; Fort Hay; This piece was performed in the
June Festival at UNM last year.
tee noted especially the impact Kansas State College, Hnys, Kansas
SAVE EVERYDAY AT
.18 and Moriarity Municipal Schools;
The band also will perform
of the loss of deferments on high- March
Moriar1t;y, N.M., Ma:rch 18.
Morton Gould's "Cowboy RhapTaos Municipal Schools, TaQs. N.M.
er education. The subcommittee
18; Phoenix Union High Schooi
sody",
an arrangement of regional
b_ecame involved in the draft ques- March
District, Phoenix, Ariz., March 19 • Wm
tiOn when it was considering a S. Hart Union High School System' New~ :folk songs by one of the countrys
hall, Calif., March 20 ; Redlands Unified
leading composers and conductors.
group of feder11l programs to aid School
Di$triet, Redlands, Calif., Ma:rch
20:
Jemez
Springs
Municipal
Schools
graduate schools and students,
THE CONCERT will end with
Jemez Pueblo, N.M., March 20; Snow:
The subcommittee had also con- ffake Schools, Snowllake, Ariz., March 21 · Richard Wagner's widely played
COIN OPERATED
Glendale Unified School District, Glendale'
SELF SERVICE
sidered calllng Secretary Clifford Calif.,
"Elsa's
Procession
to
the
CatheMarch 21 and Monterey Peninsu~
to testify on the draft problem, March
drlll," from "Lohengrin".
Unified School District, Monterey, Calif.,
21.
but apparently decided against it.
The final concert for the UNM
Bloomfield Municipal Schools, Bloomfield,
N.M., March 21 ; Snowftake Schools, SnowConcert Band will be Monday,
The resolution was approved by Rake,
Ariz., March 22 ; Ca.ion Valley
all ten of the 15 subcommittee Union School District, Ei Ca.ion, Calif. May 6 at 8:15p.m., with Frank
(Grades k·S only), March 22: Monterey
Bowen, as s i s t an t professor of
members who attended an execu. Peninsula
Unified School District, Monmusic
at UNM, the featured solotive session on Tuesday. They in- terey, Calif., March 22: Bureau of Indian
clude six Democrats and four Re- Affairs, March 22; Raton Public Schools, ist. Bowen, a flutist, will perform
Raton, N.l\1,. March 22; Grant School
"Griffes' "Poem."
publicans.
District, Sacramento, Calif.• Ma:rch 25 and
Ei Paso Public Schools, El Paso, Tex.
Tickets :for the March 25 conBesides Mrs. Green, Democrats Ma:rch
'
25.
cert
are now on sale in the UNM
Cypress
School
District,
Cyp,...,s,
Calit..
who signed the petition included
March 26; Marysville Joint Unified School
Concert
Hall box office for $1.50
Frank Thompson (N.J.), John District,
Mar.vsvllle. Calif., March 26;
Brademas (Ind.), William Hath- Oakland Public Schools, Oakland!!, Callt, general admission and .75 cents
26 : Gadsden Independent Schools,
for students and by subscription.
away (Me.), James S c h e u e r March
Anthony, N.M., March 2G : EJ Pnso Public
Et
Paso,
Tex.,
March
26
;
BakersSchools,
(N.Y.), and Hugh Carey (N.Y.),
ville City School District, Bakersville,
Republicans included Albert Quie CaUr.,
(Elementary and Jr. High), March
Fre3no CJ.ty Unftied ScJJOol District,
(Minn.), Ogden Ried (N.Y.), 28:
Fresno, Calif•• March 28 and Los Angeles
TEACHER CANDIDATES!
Marvin Esch (Mich.), and John City School Dlstdets, Lo• Angel,., Calif.,
March 28.
Erlenborn (Ill.).
Moreno Valley Unilled School District,
Minimum salary $6500. OpenSunnymead. CaJif., 1\1'arch 28: Anaheim
City School District, Analleim, Calif,,
ings, K-6, Ment. Ret., Ed. Hand.,
(Elementary only), March 29, Ukiah Unified School District, Ukiah, Calif., March
Reading Spec. - So. Calif. by
20 and Oxnard Elementary Schools, OxDisneyland & Pacific - Young,
nard, Calif., March 29.
dynamic, growing
The Neo-Classic Jazz Quartet
Albuquerque
will perform at the Hozhon cofCypress School District
feehouse Friday night beginning
320 Wyoming Blvd., S.E., 2404 Broadway, S.E., Bridge and Isleta,
at 8. The group will be UNM's
on campus Tuesday, March 26.
first entry in the inter-collegiate
Candelaria and Edith
jazz festival in April.
Vigilantes, sophomore men's
The Death in Europe, an elec- honorary, has announced a $50
trical blues band, will perform scholarship available to freshmen
Saturday night at the coffee- students. Applicants must have
house, on Genh·al 11ear Univer- at least a 2. 75 grade point aversity Blvd.
age, show participation in campus activities, and have a financial need.
Budget Waste
Applications :for the scholarship
A ' Student Committee Against may be picked up at the Dean of
the Budget and Waste" (SCA- Men's office and must be filled out
BA W) will meet at 8 tonight in and returned two weeks before
the Union's room 250-D. Officers the honors assembly. The recipwill be elected and plans made ient of the scholarship will also
to defeat the Associated Students receive 11 membership into Vigilbudget in this spring's elections. antes.
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Applications for 1969
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&XfB CONCt;RT HALL
PRESENT
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HARRAH•s
LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA
ONE OF NEVADA'S LARGEST CASINORESTAURANT OPERATIONS IS AGAIN
OFFERING SUMMER EMPLOYMENT TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS.

As President Johnson has so ably
put the case, critics should offer positive alternatives to present policies.
It is with this high sense of purpose that the next issue of the Jug~
gler is being prepared. That is, we
are looking for contributors. We, d

like to look at your cartoons (or
just cartoon idea), your photos,
your stories, your reviews, your anything-entertaining.
This is not to imply that we intend to do anything like follow the
Presidenes advice. We're looking

for something with a little more of a
future to it.
But we make this promise: if anyone can write it, draw it, or photo~
graph it, we'll print the "other
side,'' too.

=iJUGGLEB

LIVE AND WORK AT BEAUTIFUL LAKE
TAHOE-THE WEST'S RECREATIONAL
WONDERlAND.
ALL lYPES OF CASINO AND RESTAU·
RANT TRAINEE POSITIONS AVAILAblE.
MUST BE 21 YEARS OLD-PRESENT
DRAFT CARDS OR BIRTH CERTIFICATE.
GOOD APPEARANCE AND GROOMING
REQUIRED.

INFORMATIONAL ORIENTATION, MON. MARCH
18 AT 4:00 P.M.-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COMPLEX. CONTACT THE PLACEMENT CENTER
FOR DETAILS AND APPOINTMENTS.

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL
OPERA COMPANY
in

Carmen

TOSCA

SAT., MAR. 16

8:15 P.M.

SUN., MAR. 17

All SEATS AESElVED - 6.50, 5.50; 4.50, 3.50
STUDENTS ...: ALL SEATS - Y2 PRtCE

TEL. 277-3121
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UNM has 165 "non-service"
fellowships and traineeships available for graduate students for
1968-69, Graduate School Dean
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Viet Nam Issue Is Base of
· McCarthy Support
Sen. Eugene McCarthy's strong showing in Tuesday's
New Hampshire presidential primary-42 per cent of the
Democratic vote against 49 per cent for President Johnson
-shocked many around the country and the world, but
probably no one any more than the men in LBJ's camp.
And understandably so. Johnson's backers, and indeed
probably most Americans, had been convinced before Tuesday that when it came down to the nitty-gritty the majority
of Americans supported the administration's conduct of the
war.
But perhaps they believed that simply because no one had
ever offered the public a chance to choose between basic
,p}lilosophies of the war-merely between degrees of hawkishness. Then along came McCartliy to offer the voters that
chance. Their response is now a matter of record.
Johnson and his aides are not stupid men by any means.
How, then, did they fail so miserably to anticipate what was
coming in New Hampshire? Certainly McCarthy's showing
was vastly more substantial than even his supporters had
expected, but again this is no more than a question of degree.
The fact is that the American people, at least a sizable
minority if not yet a majority of them, are fed up with the
Johnson administration's conduct of the Viet Nam war. The
New Hampshire shock was only a manifestation of their
disgust.
The war in VietNam is becoming increasingly unmanageable, increasingly expensive, and increasingly indefensible
to more and more Americans. McCarthy's support comes
'from this growing number of concerned citizens who would
rather see the hundreds upon hundreds of billion dollars
spent annually on the war go to provide a break for a poor
kid who has a chance for an education, to clear a slum, to
provide low-rent housing for America's permanent poor, to
bring light, air, and hope into a ghetto.
That's what happened in New Hampshire. And we can
only hope that what happened there will be repeated in the
other primaries so that finally, if Johnson must get the nomination anyway, America's revulsion at this senseless war
will have been drummed into his head. If McCarthy can't,
pardon the metaphor, win the primary war, at least he might
put up a good fight in some substantial battles, thus forcing
a change of thinking on the part of a certain slow-to-comprehend Texan in Washington.

Don't Hold Your Breath, Henson
New Mexico State's head basketball coach, Lou Henson,
said last week after his Aggies beat Weber State to earn a
berth in the NCAA Far West regional playoffs, that when it
came down to it, UNM fans would probably support a New
Mexico team and back the Aggies against UCLA. The Aggies
will meet the Bruins Friday night at University Arena in
first-round action.
This seems to be a marked change from some of his choice
comments about UNM fans following the UNM-NMSU game
in Albuquerque last month. Perhaps it's wishful thinking,
since the Aggies, like any team, will need all the help they
can get against the Bruins. But we'd be willing to bet that
if any local fans root for State, their motives will be purely
selfish. Mter all, they'd probably be just a little easier to
knock off for the regional championship than UCLA.
.,. So please don't hold your breath, coach.
( DRAW-0/IJS[
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EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article was w.ritten by
a former Lobo stali' member
who, as the article explains,
is now a member of the United
States Army. He wishes to remain anonymous because, as
he puts it, "They (the paranoids) could really sock it to
me for this."
Those being counseled on draft
resistance should be aware of another, albeit distasteful, alternative-the army.
Having been in the service, as
it were, for the past eight months,
I'd like to pass along to those of
you who are trying to decide what
to do about the draft·the benefit
of my experience.

* * *

First off, those who have been
to college for four years generally are not assigned as frontline combat troops. The army itself is not pleased with General
Hershey's draft policies, since it
prefers that combat troops be
young, i.e. not given to questioning policy.
Therefore, it usually (though
not always) assigns college grads
to administrative jobs such as finance, personnel management
and clerical positions to avoid
the following hypothetical situation:
Platoon Leader-All right men,
Let's take that hill!
Private-Who wants it?
Leader-It's part of our assigned mission.
Private-Screw you. You want
the hill-you take it.

* * *

Assuming that one is not assigned to combat, what is the new
action army like ?
First off, one is not judged by
his ability to do a given job but
by his appearance while doing the
job. In other words, if you go a
week without a haircut, you're obviously not perforllling your job
well.
Secondly, if your opinions don't

jibe with the "conventional wisdom"-meaning that you don't
hold first in your heart the flag,
mother, apple pie, and baseballyou become very suspect.

* * *

At my base, for example, one
afternoon a week is given to
'compulsory training," said training being the army's euphemism
for indoctrination.
After a recent film on the U.S.
Supreme Court, which was surprisingly objective, the training
officer asked how many people in
the room agreed with the Supreme Court ruling that membership in the Communist Party
USA was not illegal per se.
After foolishly raising my
hand (and being the only one in
200 to do so), I was asked to explain why.
After exasperatedly trying to
explain that to be a CPUSA
member did not necessarily mean
one skulked about in basements
plotting the overthrow of the government, I was told:
"Well, if you can't see the
menace of communism, there's
nothing I can do for you."
Later that week, when applying for a pass to leave the base, I
was told by the straight-faced
lieutenant, "We don't normally
approve passes for left-wingers.''
Since the pass was approved
by another source, I never was
able to determine if the lieutenant was kidding. I don't think he
was.

"' * *

After a few situations such as
this, you can easily understand
why the lllost oft-repeated advice
in the army is "Stay out of the
way and keep your mouth shut."
Another joy is getting up at
5:30 and standing out in the cold
as they play the bugle, raise the
flag, and let you salute it.
A good 90 per cent of my platoon has had at least two years
of CQllege, which preparation af.

By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
WASHINGTON-. Several student organizations have lost the
first round of their legal battle
against Selective Service Director
Lewis Hershey's letter to local
draft boards recommending reclassification and induction of
anti-war and anti-draft deJDonstrators.
Federal District Judge George
L. Hart, Jr. handed down a summary judgment in Hershey's favor Thursday in the suit brought
against him by the National Student Association, Students for a
Democratic Society, Campus
Americans for Democratic Action,
and 15 student body presidents.
NSA
PRESIDENT Ed
Schwartz said immediately after
the decision was handed down,
however, that the students would
appeal.
In handing down his decision
Hart ruled that:
•Hershey's Jetter "had no legal
effect whatever" and the court
therefore could not intervene. "His
letter was merely an expression
of personal opinion," Hart said.
•Even if that were not true,
the Selective Service Act of 1967
enjoins courts from intervening
in Selective Service matters, except where a registrant has been
inducted illegally.
•Registrants reclassified as a
result of Hershey's letter have
"adequate remedy" within the
Selective Service SysteJD.
The key issue, as defined by
Judge Hart in his questions, was
whether Hershey's letter was an
, order or just his opinion.
HARRIET Van Tassel and Melvin Wulf, American Civil Liberties Union attorneys representing

fords them the opportunity to go
around picking up cigarette butts,
paperwads, and beer cans and
spending 15 hours in a hot,
greasy, smelly kitchen about once
every two weeks, not to JDention
the humiliation of telling your
date that you have to be in before midnight.

* * *

Not only do you have to put
up with such crap, you're paid
only a pittance. I now make $128
per month before taxes.
Another colllmon occurrence is
being pressured to invest in U.S.
Savings Bonds. Each command
sets great store on acquiring and
keeping a "Minuteman" flag,
which signifies that 90 per cent
or more of the personnel in the
command invest in savings bonds.
( IncidentaUy, this flag only is
flown beneath the U.S. flag).
As we were told on our first
day in the army, "GentleJDen, the
Army cannot force you to buy
savings bonds-but it can make
it damned rough on you if you
don't.''
Those who refuse as a matter
of principle to buy bonds suddenly find themselves with disapproved pass applications and extra
duties.

* * *

The army zealously clings to
the feudal concept that the officers are the landed gentry and
enlisted men are peasants. Therefore, no matter how enducated
one is, if he is an enlisted man,
forget it. Any suggestions for
streallllining the function of your
office are generaUy greeted with,
"Listen, p.rivate, I've been in the
army for x number of years . . .''
The best summation of the
army was enunciated by a friend
of mine who gets out in 50 days.
When approached about re-en.
listing, be replied:
' No thanks. I've endured orders
from my social and intellectual
inferiors long enough."

didate will attract the initial
support that McCarthy has
drawn.
The UNM McCarthy group
will work hard on the IDOCk election, but some of its energies will
also be directed in the efforts to
secure votes for McCarthy from
the New Mexico delegation to the
Democratic nominating convention.
Albuquerque and UNM is, naturaUy, the center of the McCarthy lllovement in the state. But
rallies have been attracting substantial crowds in other areas
also.
THE STRATEGY in the McCarthy movement is basically that
every single vote at the nominating convention is vital. They hope
to keep Lyndon Johnson from being' renominated on the first ballot at the convention.
McCarthy backers feel, and
logically so, that the President is
dead if the voting goes past the
first ballot. After stopping the incumbent, the senator's supporters
wi]] then start work on getting
him noJDinated on a later ballot.
They hope that men like George
Wallace will inadvertantly help
keep LBJ from being renominated. They think that if southern
states vote for Wallace on the

Phil Harper
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TIME TO TEE OFF
Northwestern Golf Set-Herman
Keiser 7-piece outflt-5 irons,
2 woods..... .

24.99
SPORTING GOODS

BELLASHESS
DEPARTMENT STORE

Open your

Budget-Aid
Credit

Shop 10-9 Mon.-.Fri.
9-9 Saturday
1Q.6 Sunday

Corner Menoul & Carlisle

Join us as a

The Student-Faculty Association is now accepting applications
for the five student committee
members. Five faculty members
will also be selected. Present
members must reapply if they
are interested in remaining on
the colllmittee.
SFA sponsors student-faculty
luncheons once a week. The association plans to expand its services by maintaining the luncheons and adding other opportunities for informal student-professor comlllunication.
Applications may be picked up
at the Activities Center. Applications for SFA secretary are also
available.

first ballot Johnson will lose traditional support that he Inight
need.
BEYOND that, a number of
things could help the McCarthy
cause. But it could be the small
nuJDber of votes they pick up in
states like New Mexico that turn
the tide, if it indeed can be turned.
The possible entrance of Bobby
Kennedy into the race changes
its entire complexion. For Kennedy and McCarthy are strong in
many of the same areas and
would make it nearly impossible
for the other to receive the nolllination.
McCarthy says be is in the race
to the end. But many suspect that
he would rather have RFK, with
his money, naJDe, and ideas very
similar to McCarthy's, in the race.
STAUNCH McCARmY backers speculate that perhaps the
Wisconsin primary will be the deciding factor for the Minnesota
senator if Kennedy does enter
the race.

PAN AM®

STEWARDESS
Fly to Africa, Europe and Asia
or the glamorous cities
of Latin America.
The capitals of the world
' soon become
as familiar as your own
home town.

SUMMER JOBS
Over 30,000 actual job openings listed by employers in the
1968 Summer Employment
Guide. Gives salary, job description, number of openings,
dates of employment, and
nal!)e of person to write. Resorts, dude ranches, summer
theatres, United Nations, national parks, etc. Also career
oriented jobs: banking, publishing, engineering, data processing, electronics, accounting, many more. Covers all 48
states. Pric~ only $3, money
back if not satisfied. Our fifth
year!

A strong Kennedy showing in
Wisconsin would probably get
McCarthy out of the race. But if
McCarthy was satisfied with his
showing, he could very weU stay
in the battle.

Pan American World Airways will
be conducting stewardess interviews at the Placement Center on
March 25, 1968.

-------~-----------------

WHATA130UI
You~< FRISND?

University Publications - Rm.
H689, Box 20133, Denver,
Colo. 80020

Please rush my copy of the
1968 Summer Employment
Guide. Payment of $3 is endosed.
Name
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the students, argued that, regard- vanced students in their second
less of whether it was an official or third year of graduate work.
order, Hershey's letter was influ"Non-service"
awards
are
encing draft boards to reclassify those which do not require the redemonstrators. Wulf, who is the cipient to work for the UniverACLU's legal director, said he. sity. A number .of graduate,
personally knew of about 100 teaching, and research assistantcases of such reclassifications.
ships are granted each year by
(After the hearing Schwartz the University to students who
said that Hershey's letter was perform some form of academic
only made public after a student work in return for the awards.
asked NSA about it and NSA
The non-service grants include
asked several reporters, who then
questioned Hershey. "How can it
be considered a public expression
of opinion when it was being kept
6:00-10:00 am
secret?" Schwartz asked.)
Your
Think Green
Judge Hart, who interrupted
Money
the students' lawyers frequently
with questions while listening
Man
silently to most of the government's arguments, questioned the
argument that Hershey~s JDemorandum was keeping students
from e x e r c i s i n g their First
amendment rights to free speech
and association.
The students were asking that
UN
Hershey's directive be declared
RADIO
unconstitutional and illegal under
the Selective Service Law. Miss
1150
Van Tassel noted that undergraduate student deferments are guaranteed under the law and said
Hershey was trying to "overrule
..o ~BUQUI!IIfQUE
the wisdom of Congress" with his
"'C•· Wl' sound
letter.

those funded by the National
Science Foundation, National
Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

Student-Faculty

U. Campus Active in Politics
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
What has come to be known as
student power may play a very
significant role in the presidential
primary campaigns this year.
Sen. Eugene McCarthy had so
much student help in the New
Hampshire primary he had to ask
university organizations not to
send any more students to assist
in the campaign.
POLITICAL writers across the
country speculate that students
played an important and necessary role in McCarthy receiving
42 per cent of the Democratic
votes in the first primary Tuesday.
At UNM, organizers of the
Students for McCarthy movement were elated, and mildly
shocked, when nearly 200 students
turned out for the first McCarthy
rally here.
It is the only organized lllovement on caJDpus working toward
the April 24 mock election sponsored by Time magazine. McCarthy buttons are seen in increasing
numbers on campus and many
students without buttons would
wear them if they were available.
THERE IS no doubt that other
groups supporting candidates will
pop up soon on campus, but it is
doubtful that any potential can-
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Injury Restricts Ron Sanford

SPORTS

It happened the day before the
Lobos played the New Mexico
State Aggies at Las Cruces in
January, and now it has happened again just before New Mexico
gets into the thick of the NCAA
basketball tournament at University Arena.
Ron Sanford, the Lobo's 6 foot
8 center and the team's second
leading scorer, will not start in
New Mexico's F1•iday night game
against the Santa Clara Broncos
in the first round of the NCAA
Far West Regionals.
SANFORD sustained a knee injury in the Lobos' final Western
Athletic Conference clash with
Wyoming two weeks ago and the
injury has not responded adequately to treatment. Earlier in
the season, Sanford injured his
left eye in a trampoline accident
and had to stay behind in an Albuquerque hospital while the Lobos went to Las Cruces to play
theAggies.
Coach Bob King said 6 foot 6
sophomore Terry Schaafsma will
start in place of Sanford. The loss
of Sanfo1•d took another slice out

EDITOR
WAYNE CIDDIO

NCAA Champs Seek
2nd Consecutive Title

..'
-

LOS ANGELES, Calif. - Can They've won some fine victories
UCLA become the only school on the road." The Aggies lost
ever to win two back-to-hack two games to New Mexico in regNCAA ba::;ketball championships ular season play.
in the 30 year history of this
'The Lobos do not like to fast
tournament?
break
at all, but work the ball
That's one of the pertinent carefully
and ably through presquestions being asked as John
sing
defenses
and then set up for
Wooden's Bruins (25-1) open detheir
percentage
shot at which
fense of their National Collegiate they are very adept.
Some say
cage crown against New Mexico
they
are
one
of
the
finest
outState's Aggies (20-5), an inde- side shooting teams in the counpendent power, this Friday at try, which might make our zone
University Arena.
somewhat vulnerable "
IN FRIDAY'S 9 p.m. nightcap defense
Wooden said.
'
of the NCAA West Regionals, the
LAST
WEEK,
the
Bruins
host New Mexico Lobos (23-3), wound up their fifth spotless conWestern Athletic Conference ference basketball record in hischampions take on Santa Clara's tory,
previously accomBroncos (22-3), the West Coast plishedhaving
this
feat
in 1956, 1964,
Athletic Conference champions,
1965,
and
last
season.
They have
Saturday, the losers in the firstn~w posted 32 straight league
round play at 7 p.m. followed by
the regional title game at 9 p.m. wms over a three season span.
Lew Alcindor led
Only five schools have ever theAll-American
Bruins
to
victory
over the
captured the NCAA hoop tourney
battling
Trojans
with
23
points
on successive years, Oklahoma
and
15
rebounds.
Big
Lew
State in 1945-46, Kentucky in especia!1y effective early in was
the
1948-49, San Francisco Univer- second half when he scored four
sity in 1955-56, Cincinnati in
baskets and a free throw
1961-62, and UCLA in 1964-65. quick
to
give
UCLA a comfortable 11
The Bruins, champions of the Pa- point lead.
cific Eight Conference are given
A couple of other Bruins, who
a good chance to do it again this
are
receiving AU-America acyear.
claim, guards Mike Warren and
HERE'S HOW coach John
Allen, also scored in the
,Wooden evaluated the upcoming Lucius
double
figures with 14 and 16
tournament for the Bruins:
points :respectively.
"I feel we are in good shape
to defend our NCAA champion•
ship. However, we realize that it
will be difficult as there are many
exceptionally fine teams in the
tournament this year.
"It will be most difficult for
both Santa Clara and ourselves
to play the New Mexico teams in
their home arena this weekend,
but I'm confident that UCLA, if
we continue to play as we have
the last few weeks, can win at
Albuquerque and then be in an
excellent position to retain the
national title in our home arena
the following week," Wooden said.
"I WAS pleased to close the
regular season last Saturday with
the victory over coach Bob
Boyd's fine USC team, since we
had won the conference championship the week before, our
practices had been off a bit and
any opponent, other than a natural rival as strong as the Trojans might well have defeated
us."
"New Mexico State, our first
regional opponent, is a ball-control type of team, quick, good
sized with an impressive record.

Lobo Tennis Team
Wins at Lubbock
The UNM tennis team got ita
1968 season off to a roaring start
by capturing a quadrangular
match at Lubbock, Texas, last
weekend. The Lobos defeated Ok·
lahoma, Oklahoma City Univer.
sity, and Texas Tech.
New Mexico beat defending
Big Eight champion Oklahoma 43 Friday and then came Saturday
to knock off Texas Tech 7-2, and
Oklahoma City University, 5-4.
Van Hill scored the biggest victory of the weekend for the Lobos with an upset win over 1966
Australian junior champion Karl
Coombes.

Listen to KUNM

of the already under-strengthed
Lobos. Greg "Stretch" Howard,
the other 6 foot 8 man on the
team, is ineligible for the NCAA
tournament because of junior college transfer rules.
WITHOUT the two big men,
the Lobos will be at large disadvantage on the boards. Howard
and Sanford have kept New Mexico in many ball games against
taller opponents all season. Another sophomore, Dave Culver,
has filled in on occasion for Howard and has handled the job effectively. Culver, however, has gotten into early foul trouble in
two different games.
Sanford's knee had been getting better during the week, but
was strained again in a weekend
practice session. Big Ron was
forced to sit out the second half
of the Wyoming game with the
painful injury, and was not able
to move and jump effectively in
the Lobos' season finale with
Denver.
WITH SANFORD out of the
lineup, the Lobos' starting five is
cut to three regulars, Ron Nelson, Ron Becker, and Howie
Grimes. Grimes has been rugged
for New Mexico on defense this
season and came to life offensively in the Lobos' game with Arizona and Arizona State.
New Mexico has a crew of able
reserves on the bench but is
lacking height. The talle;t man on
the Lobo bench is 6 foot 5 junior

SUPPLIES
20% DISCOUNT
Shiva Oils '& Water Colon
Btushes - Canvas
Panels- Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & MMe

LANGELL'S
2510 Centro( S.E.

Across From Johnson Gym

'bQoo1J
MOTORCYCLES
GO WITH THE LEADER

GO

Sanitone
Professional care!
Calf 243-5671

AT

. .o . . . . . . . . ...
FORMERL.Y CUSHMAN MOTORS

I

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.

PHONE 265-6531
•
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Friday
night's
first-round
NCAA Western Regional tournament basketball game between
the New Mexico Lobos and the
Santa Clara Broncos will not be
telecast live from University
Arena. The game will be videotaped and telecast at 11 p.m. on
KOAT·TV Channel 7.
KOAT had planned to telecast
all four tournament games live
from the Arena but directives
from the National Collegiate
Athletic Association office prohibited live telecast of the Friday games.
Live television coverage of the
UNM-Santn Clara game will be
blacked out within a 180-mile
radius of Albuquerque, said UNM
Sports Information Director Eddie Groth.
Saturday's
consolation
and
championship games will be tele~ as scheduled at 7 and 9 p.m.

sent the conference championship trophy to the Lobos,
AWARDS will be Pl'e-sented for
most valuable player outstanding defensive player ' and freethrow shooting cham'pion. Albuquerque Journal sports editor
Leroy Bearman will present the
United States Basketball Writer's
Association award for honorable
mention in NCAA District 7 to
guard Ron Nelson.
UNM students and city residents are invited to attend the
e'vent that was named "Lobo
Pack-In" by the commissioners.
The rally was first named the
"Howl-In" but "Pack-In" was
deemed easier to pronounce and
thus the change.

MR. G's PIZZA
IS BACK
Now At The

Triangle Lounge

s,..

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·op Dry·Cieaning
and Laundry

Open 8 AM • B PM
Counselor AlwQys on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247·0836

SOUTHWEST
ElECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
EL~CTRIC SHAVER AND

Flown in
daily

SUPOOB

'68 CHEVROLET
•
Pr·c
--1o
• as - , . wer than any other
futl•aize models. Look at it. Chevrelet's 4-door sedan is roomier than
any other American car except one
fuxury sedan. Drive it You tell by its
smooth and s11ent ride that Chevrolet
qualify runs deep. Buy it! Get a Chev614
rolet
d instead of a medium-pric..,.. name
an you can have, say, power steering,
power brakes and a radio besides!

FIESTAS
PICNICS
JUST LOAFING
AROUND
First & Gold

168

CHEVELLE
pr.ice~ start lower than any other
m•d·s•~e m.ode.ls. Obviously nothing's
newer n d
h
There'; ,:;s~~;li~::s ~ea7o~~~h~~·
short-deck look. There are two nimble:
footed Wheelbases now-both on a
wider stead'19 t d Y
·
' r~a
big4car
power,' b1g·car
nde • .1noua get
quick-size
package. No wonder Chevelle outsells
everything ih its field. .

'68
· CH!EVY II NOVA

pr.ces start lower than any other
econ~mv car so generouly sized.
N~~a IS big. en~ugh for a family on va·
ca IOn, yet It slips into parking spaces
others pass by. With Its new wide
stance. and c~rnputer•tuned chassis
Nova.
t ndes as s1lent and steady as car:s'
cos ~~g a lot more, and It comes with
tNhe ~1ggest stal'ldard V8 In it$ fi&ld.
ova s the not4too-small car.
NOW-IMPALA VB SALE I Save on specially equipped Sport Coupe 4-D
s d
,
oor e an or Station Wagons!

SAOD&..aY-aoors

Albu*!uerque

by TWA

If you don't agree that
business destroys individuality,
maybe it's because you're an
individual.
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•
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Jurgen's German Bread
Bauerbraut
Kummissbrot
Roggenbraut
Pumpernickel
Pumpernickel Rye
Stollen
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Fresh Fertile
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Center

298-5483.
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Foregtound: Chevtolet Impale Sport Sedan; right beckground: Chevelle M lib s •
0
• u Port oupe, loll bsckf}round: Chevy II Nova Coupe.
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Brigham Young Univetsity Friday and Saturday, The meets will
be the final regular season competition for the Lobos.
Friday's meet is scheduled fQr
4 p.m., Saturday's for 3 p.m.
Both meets will be held in the
main arena at Johnson Gym. Students will be admitted to the
meets with athletic cards and
general admission will be one
dollar.

Thirty standing-room-only tickets for the NCAA Far West Regional basketball tournament this
weekend a.t University Arena are
left at the Johnson Gym ticket
office. The tickets are $4 apiece
and must be purchased for both
nights of the tournament.
The ticket office reported that
490 tickets went on sale Wednesday at 8 a.m. and 46(} had been
sold as of 4:30 p.m.
None of the schools represented in the tournament <eturned any
of their 500 ticket home crowd
allotments to UNM. The remaining 30 tickets will be sold on n
first-come, first-served basis.

Cheese frorn the World's Farthest corners
Gruyere Cheese ... Cheshire Cheese ... Fontino Cheese

>0

:;;ix out of seven first places.
Outstanding performers for the
Lobos were Stormy Eaton, a 9.2
in floor exercise, Tom Galioto, a
9.45 in the side horse, Rick McConnell with a 9.35 in long horse,
Bob Smith with a 9.2 in parallel
bars, and Bob Manna with a 9.15
in parallel bars.
THE LOBOS will continue their
bid for an undefeated season with
two home meets against Utah and

For Standing Room

~

s~

tt

Lobo gymnasts boosted their
season record to 9-0 with victories over Colorado State Univer.
sity and Denver University last
week(md.
The gymnasts defeated Colorado State 184.10 to 178 and won
five out of seven possible first
places Friday, and beat Denver
University 186.75 to 180.60 Saturday.
AGAINST DU, the Lobos won

NCAA Tickets Left

Squid ... Rainbow Trout ...
Swordfish Steaks •..
Halibut .•. Flounder .•.
lake Perch Fillet ..
Fillet of Sole • . .
Channel Catfish . . •
Redsnapper Fillet

l

U. Gymnasts Score Double Win

liGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
247·8219

'i'"

$>

NCAA Prohibits
Live TV Telecast

200 C.C •• TO 650 C.C.

0

;i

180-Mile Area

TRIUMPH

DOWNTOWN

~

The New Mexico Lobo basketball team and coaches will be
honored by the Albuquerque City
Commission and the UNM Boosters at a special rally day Sunday
at 2:15 p.m. at University Arena.
Announcement of the rally
came Tuesday from City Commissioner Harry Kinney after
Kinney read a proclamation from
City Commission Chairman Pete
V. Domenici declaring Sunday,
March 17, Bob King and Lobo
Basketball Day in Albuquerque.
CEREMONIES at the Arena
will begin at 2:15 p.m. with the
UNM marching band providing
music and entertainment in cooperation with the Chaparrals
and the cheerleaders. The entertainment will precede the planned
ceremonies,
Certificates of appreciation will
be presented to team members
and coaches by city officials.
Western
Athletic
Conference
Commissioner Paul Brechler has
been invited to the rally to pre-

ART

247-4347

~

City Commission, Boosters to Honor
Basketball Team at Special Rally Day

give your clothes

700 Broodway NE
200 Wyoming SE

Page7

University Arena

Steve Shropshire. Shropshire has
seen considerable action this year
and scored three clutch iield goals
in the first half of the Wyoming
game.
Other able reserves on the Lobo team are Keith Griffith, Larry
Jones, Lenny Lopez, and George
Maes.

Drive orie of these
dressed-up Chevrolets
instead of a stripped-down
so111ething else.

0

NEW MEXICO LOBO

~ UU ~ IJ1HI.J

e
e

Eggs
Low
_

cholesterol
High
vitamin
content

There's certain campus talk that claims
individuality is dead in the business world.
That big'business is a big brother destroying initiative.
But freedom of thought and -action, when
backed with reason and conviction's courage, will keep and nurture individuality
whatever the scene: in the arts, the sciences,
and in business.
Scoffers to the contrary, the red corpuscles of individuality pay off. No mistake.
Encouraging individuality rather than
suppressing it is policy in a business like
Western Electric-where we make and pro- .

vide things Bell telephone companies need.
Because cowmu·nications are changing fast,
these needs are great and diverse.
Being involved with a system that helps
keerrpeople in touch, lets doctors send cardiograms across country for quick analysis,
helps transmit news instantly, is demanding. Demanding of individuals.
If your ambition is strong and your abilities commensurate, you'll never be truly
happy with the status quo. You'll seek
ways to change it and-wonderful feeling!some of them will work.
Could be at Western Electric.

Iii\
Western Electric
~

MANUFACTURING &SUPPLY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM
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l-laight-Ashbury Now 'Psychedelic Skid Row'
By DAVID BERSON

young people walking around the city's response was quick and
and with a little help from
streets,
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS)
eventually brutal, Poli~e l.¥ twenfriends,
Like most of the trouble in the matter, getting high was a simple ty squad cars, 15 mot01·cycle of.
streets of the United States, the
ficers, and five riot command units
BUT WHEN the summer end- ended the four-hour disruption.
recent explosion in San Francis·
co's Haight-Ashbury district was ed and it began to get cold on Ninety people, many .of them
a long time b1·ewing. It took only Haight Street, the college vaca- tourists attracted by the unseationers and dedicated travelers sonably good weather were arresta young m~:~n and his friends,
went
home or moved on, Only
angry because a passing car h~:~d
ed and others were injured from
those
who found their thing in clubbings,
narrowly missed hitting a dog, to
gas, and flying bottles.
San Francisco and those who had
ONE
YOUNG
mother said she
110 place else to go stayed on fo1·
IJIIIIIIIJIIIIJIJIIIII/III!IIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/J/IIJIIIIIII/111111111/IIIIIIIIIIIIIJ/JIIIIJIIJJ/1/I
was
dragged
off
to
a paddy wagthe winter in the Haight.
her
child
left
on the street.
on
with
News Analysis
And the street scene began to She said that before
she was
change. Marijuana and acid were
th~·own in, a policeman with mace
~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIII>
l'eplaced by methedrine" social di- said to her "Here baby, have
became a· problem for
seases
start a sit-down and bring cops
everyone, and it was too cold for some of this." Friends got her
with nightsti<:ks and mace gas.
baby off the street. An old lady
Last summe!' the Haight was music in the park.
hit by tear gas bombs while
was
From the drugstore cafe on the she was
the happy home of the Love Gentrying to get out of the
eration and the darling of the edge of the Haight a long-time way of the battle, and a policeman
American press, It was for many, local was saying, "The people you was sent to the hospital when he
the place to be. The weather was see out there &.re punks. Things was struck by a flying bottle. A
gorgeous, food was free, and there started to e;hange in October." week later there was a noisy prowas little hassle for anyone under The nice people were said to be test of police b1·utality in front
inside.
thirty to get a pad to crash in for
FOR THE fil'st time, Haight- of City Hall. There were only a
a night. There was music in Goldfew people from Haight-Ashbury
en Gate Park, plenty of healthy A s h b u l' y became a dangerous there.
place. Junkies, burgalaries and
The man who called out the
rapes, and the panhandlers began
to get more aggressive. Dealers police was the new San Francisco
came to be feared as news spread mayor Joseph Alioto, a tough and
that the Haight was no place to articulate Democrat who had been
score. And Height Street was be- through the whole thing before
ginning to look like a psychedelic when the police met some of the
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
Bay Area left wing at a San
skid
row.
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.QO. Insertions
Francisco
appearance of Dean
mUBt be submitted by noon on day before
Then the police began to tighten
pu~Jicat!on to Room 159, Student Publlcaresults
were the same
Rusk.
The
up. There were large drug busts
t!o))s Bul14ing, Ol' telephone 277-4002 or
and
so
was
Alioto's
explanation.
277·4102.
and street sweeps in search of
"The
policy
of
the
city is clear,"
HELP WANTED
runaway teeny-hoppers. Nobody
he
said
after
the
Haight
incident,
knew who was who and even fewNATIONALLY know men's apparel and
"Persons
have
the
right
to use
furni$hings corporation looking !or fraer people could be trusted. Plainternity and independent men to represtreet
to
say
anything,
no
:matthe
clothesmen moved in and young
sent and promote quality men's wear at
ter
how
unpopular.
But
the
minreasonable priees~ Write.:
artists began to move out,
College Classics, Inc.
ute
anyone
blocks
s
t
r
e
e
t
s
or
1585 North High Street
When the disturbance broke out
throws
bottles
or
interferes
with
ColumbUB, Ohio 43201
on a balmy February Sunday, the
the Constitutional rights of others
HELP WANTED

WANT ADS

!'ART TIME. Company Distributor wants

students who desire earning an extra
$25 to $30 Per week; as representative,
Work 2-3 hrs. during day or eve. No
experience needed. For appt. call 842.
801;7. 3/15

SUMMER COUNSELORS. Leading Eastern Boya Ranch. Over 19 )1'l'S~ of age,
must have thorough knowledge of horse.
mansblp and be able to tesch riding and
care of horses. Camping experienee desirable but not essential. Also openings
for Arts & Crafts instructor apecializ..
ing in leather craft, A.R.C, water safely
instructor. and N.R.A, rif1e instructor.
Write ames R. Mosely, 432 Ar!..,na. SE,
No.. E, Albu(Juerque. N.M., or caJI 2558411 between 8 and 10 p.m.
HELP WANTED: Ideal job for male or
female college student. 15 hrs. Per week,
Simple typing & bookkeeping. Name
your own hours. Beginning Sept. 1968
in fall semester. Pay $1.25 per hour.
Must qualify for work-study. Seeretery
Student Faculty AS!!Oeiation. App)ica.
tions ln ActMties Center. For addition•
a! information call 255-0327, evenings.
~dllne April 5.
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117.
ROOMMATE needed to share apt. near
UN:M. Cal 247·9986, ask for Jim or Bob.
3/18
WANTED: 6 student members for Student Faculty Association. Pick up apPlications in the Activities Center.
Deadline for applications: Friday, April
5. For information call 255-6327 even·
ings.
FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM furnished house, 2709 Ccal
SE, $90. utilities paid. Call 256.0653.
FREE UTILITIES I I! Yours when yo~
rent this clllciency aDt. for only $50. a
month. Located on Girard SE. Perfect
for couple of students. Intel'CSt.cd? Call
265-4785 after 8 :80.
FOR SALE
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 43" wide, 17" deep,
3'0" high; 7 dwrs; phony walnut finish.
$30. See at LOBO office, 158 Student
Publications Bldg. after ~ p.m. Do not
call.
HOUSE FOR SALE: one block elementary, 5 minutes UNM, near sllopping.
Redecorated 3 bedrooms, den, fireplace,
patio. Assume 5~-~% loan or trade for
12' wide mobile l1ome. 1816 Bryn Mawr,
265-4141. 3/18

LOST
$10. :REWARD for return of 5x7 pictUl'es
loat with Chem. 101 hook. Two of blond
boy, l of jumping horse. No qUestions.
Call 277•2855,

SERVICES
TYPING! For a 'super' pape,..._,aited as
to grammar, snelling, Punctuation-Jet a
former NYC Ex..,utivc Secretary help
you. Jt1XPe'rienced typing Professiona]
papers presented national conference.
Phone: 242-0G49. 3/11l

Campus Recruitment
Too 'Discriminatory'
NEW YORK, N.Y.-On-campus career recruitment should be
open to all corporations and government agencies if it is open to
any, the American Civil Liberties
Union said this week.
The civil-liberties organization
said that "any decision to exclude
some recruiters, arising primarily
from a political controversy, poses
questions of civil-liberties interest..•• The barring of accredited
outside agencies' strikes against
the concept of the open university
and the l'ight of students to bear
all points of view.
Moreover, selective exclusions
that deny students access to particular recruiters are discriminatory in their application and suggest a possible infringement of
the spirit of the equal protection
clause of the Constitution," the
statement said.
THE ACLU statement was
contained in a letter to the pl'esidents of 200 leading colleges and
universities across the nation,
and signed by its executive director, John de J. Pemberton, Jr. It
was based on a policy decision of
its board of directors which discussed current actions on college
and university campuses to bar
military and Dow Chemical recruiters because of student and
faculty protest against the Viet
N.am War.

In :its letter, the ACLU said,
"It is our judgment that no issues of civil liberties are raised
if an educational institution deCides as a matter of policy to ad·
mit all accredited recruiting
agents from the campus or to admit none, but a decision to admit
some and exclude others would
be discriminatory and an incur·

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

sion into the basic principles of
academic freedom."
THE STATEMENT emphasized
that colleges may categorically
prohibit all recruitment as a matter of educational policy, since
on-campus recruitment is essentially a service to students and
not central to the educational
purpose of the university."
But if any outside recruitment
is aiiowed, "it is incumbent on
the administration . . • to assure
that facilities are made available,
without discrimination, to the
representatives of any commercial
firm or government agency, including the military, invited to
the campus for that purpose by
any authorized administrative,
faculty, or student group."
The ACLU letter also commented on the need to protect
protest against recruitment. It
said: "We also believe that free
speech and academic freedom require that protsts on campus relating to recruitment by any segment of the academic community
should also be fully protected.
This includes all forms of legitimate protest, such as speeches,
peaceful demonstrations, picketing, rallies, etc.

by storm trooper tactics, then the
ctiy is going to get tough."
HE SAID that the police moved
on the people in the streets only
after repeated warnings that the
street be clear. The mayor added
that those who stayed were "neofascist ;punks."
And all over San Francisco
everybody has their own version
of the Haight. "The bums finally
got what they had coming.'' "Nobody is safe in the police state,"
"The Haight's a bummer.'' The
armchair observers around the
country have by now probably
made their own sweeping conclusions.
But for the p eo p I e in the
Haight, what is now in the middle of their community is a ques-

•

OPERATION BLO-UP, INC.
636 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E.

Washington, D.C. 20003

EXCULSIVE NEW MEXICO ENGAGEMENT
ACADEMY AWARD
7 NOMINA
DONS

:!a~,PH E LEVINE

Best Best
Picture
Actor

MIKE NICHOLS

~!eENcEruRM~

"

Best Actress

\\

//
_/

•

Best DiiiCfar

"-·. Best Supporting ActiiSS
·\
Bast Screenplay
\ . . Best CinematographJ
'·..__ _

·-.._

-GRADUATE
TECJHCOI.Ofr PANAVJSION"

EXICO

COfC-(3

LOBO--.::.-·
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DOORS OPEN 1:30 SHOW 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, TO:OO
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RIDE TO THE NCAA PLAYOFFS I
Bus leaves Johnson Gym Friday night at 6:15 and 6:45
Saturday night at 5:45 and 6:15

Albuquerque Transit System

No. SO
I ..:::.:;:

Professors Testify for
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Union Board member Steve
van Dresser said last night he
believes the board will vote to
close the Desert Room during a
·
meeting today.
Van Dresser said that an oper,
ating loss of approximately $2000
this year plus an appropriate
share of the Union's $250,000
operating expenses would bring
the total loss of the Desert Room
to nearly $10,000.
The share of the Union expenses that is apprortioned to
each area within the building was
determined by an ad hoc committee last summer that studied the
amount of business each area
should do, van Dresser said.
The only profit-makers in the
Union are the bookstore and the
concession at the information
booth, Bookstore ·prices are subsequently raised to cover the
Desert Room and other loss areas.
"There is no reason the Bookstore should have to subsidize the
Desert Room at the students' expense," van Dresser said. ·

In Concert Hall

Gregory Address
Set for Thursday
Dick Gregory, Negro comedianturned -civil - 1·ights -lender, will
speak in the UNl\1 Concert Hall
at 8 p.m. Thursday, March 21.
Students may pick up tickets
now at the Concert Hall box office or the Union ticket booth.
General admission tickets at no
cost will be released Wednesday,
.M:m·ch 20.
Gregory, 35, was earning aobut
$5000 a week five years ago as
a highly successful stand-up comedian and a stage, screen, and
television actor. Then he turned
into a full-time civil rights activist, and is now some $35,000 in
debt, the Wall Street Journal reported in December, 1967.

Our Mistake
UNl\f Faculty Club President
Joseph Ftank was incorre~tly
quot()d in yesterday's Lobo saymg
that Gov. David Cargo opposes
the club's bid for a liquor license.
Professor Frank said that af~~r
conferi·ing with Cargo, he antiC!·
pated no problem in getting the
license application approved. The
Lobo regrets the error.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Thorson favors
U. Faculty lounge
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··· SENIOR GUARD RON NELSON is the focus of all hopes today as
the Lobos prepare for NCAA eompctition tonil!'ht again~~ Santa Clara.
With Ron Sanford a questionable starter w1th an admg knee and
Stretch Howard ineligible under junior-co~lege transfer r~les, Nelson
must turn in strong Jlerformances in shootmg and rcbou?dmg to ~~ep
the Lobos in the game. '!'he 6 foot 2 "Bomb" helped direct the rebuilding" Lobos to a 23-3 season this year. See related story page 7.
(Photo by Pawley)

UNM professors should be en·
couraged to fol'm a Faculty Club
and the presence of alcho!ic beverages in the clubhouse is not
a matter for student concern, Associated Students President John
Thorson said last night.
"The faculty members need a
place to meet and get to know
each other. Many professors have
told me that the faculty is fragmented, and that they cannot do
any exciting things for the University if they don't get to know
each other fi.J:st," Thorson said.
A Faculty Club would offer professors "a chance to communicate," he continued.
Thorson said he was "disturbed" by a Student Senate vote
Wednesday night opposing the
sale of liquor in the clubhouse.
"By protesting the sale of alcohol
in the Faculty Club we are infringing on the faculty's affairs
and students have been saying for
years that we don't want the
(Continued on Page 2)

Anti - Budget Drive Starts

By GRANT HARVEY
The Student Committee Against
the Budget and Waste
(SCABAW) last night confront.
ed eight members of student government with opposition to the
proposed Associated Students
budget.
Dave Foreman, chairman of
the committee, stated the purpose of the committee was to '.'see
that student government arriVeS
at a budget that is equitable an~
just to the students at the Umvetsity .''
''THE LONG-ItANGE goal of
the committee is to establish voluntal'Y activity fees. We feel that
the students who participate in a
certain activity should be. ~he
ones who pay for that actiVIty,
not the students who don't participate," Forem!\n said ..
Mike Kunilds, vice-chmrman of
the committee, 1'ead several bills
on the budget that his group ob-

Gallup L~wy~~ ~~mc~r~f~p~n!9~~!: !~!e!
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By MELISSA HOWARD~~Eight UNM faculty members and the chaplin of the Canterbury Chapel testified for the defense in the obscenit~
trial of bookstore owner Phillip Mayne in Albuquerque Municipal Court yesterday.
Mayne, 26, owner of the Yale Street Grasshopper, 120
Yale SE, was found guilty of violating the city's obscenity
ordinance by selling copies of "My Secret Life," an anonymous description of the sex life of a Victorian gentleman.
MUNICIPAL Court Judge Harry Robins ruled that the
book was obscene and lacked the necessary redeeming social
and literary value. Charges were dismissed against "Naked
Lunch," by WilliamS. Burroughs; "The Beard," by Michael
McClure; and "Interim Pad,"
a compilation published by
the City Lights Bookstore of
San Francisco.
Testifying for the defense
were Dr. Paul Schmidt of the

Union Boord Vote
Seen for Closing
Of Desert ·Room
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Patronize
Lobo Advertizers
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Send us any black & white or color snapshot. We'll blow it up to
2ft. x 3 ft. (Poster Size). $4.75 for one, $3.00 for each additional
from same photo. Inquire as to quantity prices, group rates and
special projects. Original photo returned. Add 25¢ for handling.
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BLOW YOURSELF UP TO POSTER SIZE
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UNM

Who looks better on a motorcycle-you or McQueen?

Returning bus loads on West Side of the Arena
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tion mark. Nobody really knows
wh~:~t it all means and most of all,
what lies in th.e future. Mo~t :People in the Ha1ght ~re lookmg to
the summer and hopmg for anethm· good one, like the one they
first came for,

Co r-onad.. e>

Wednesday. He takes the place

of the late Dr. To1~ Robfe;l:sthe Nav!\jo Ttibe at Shiprock for s~veral
Wolfbefore
was !ttto~neyt
YMrs
movmg o G!tllup
. in 1!)() 5 ' where he is a partnet· m the
l!tw firm of Schue~re bnd :~If~ state represent!ttive on the Western
L!tst smnmc:_ . e, eca. Wt>'b • Education. Cargo indicated that
1 011
Interstate
Co~n!nlfSs
Wolf wil 1· tes1gn
r 0m t~~ 001';;1~~~sion when he assumes his position

on the .Regcntsd t 0 f Ohio State and received his law degree from
d 's interested in Indian education.
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helped him decide on Wolf's
Cargo sat
!I 1
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appointment.
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The term Wolf will fill expires on an. ' . •

jected to on the gl'ounds that
members of SCABAW, and therefore at least some other students,
did not benefit from these bills.
I{UNIIHS VOICED objection
to a bill which proposes a $1600
allocation for printing monthly
newslettel's to all students. Another bill mentioned was one
which would allow $1100 for this
year's February and March editions of El Recado.
In all Kunikis questioned the
necessity of about nine specific
bills on the proposed budget. Stu-

N.M. Government

Intern Program
Open to Students
UNM students who are legal
residents of this state have until
April 1 5to apply fo1· the !\nnual
New Mexico St.nte Government
Intern Program.
The program, initiated in the
early 1960's, is a year around
project with many summer interships available. The summet• version of the p1•ogram lasts for approximately 90 days. The other
phnse involves appointments for
different lengths of time during
the school year.
THE PROGRAM is under the
direction o£ the State . Personnel
Office. Its aims are threefold: 1
to attract graduates from our
institutions of higher education
(Continued on Pag-e 2)

dent government members, including Associated Students President John Thorson, paried the
objections with reasons why they
felt the bills yould benefit UNM
students.
THORSON emphasized that it
was to the students' benefit to attend and participate in any of
the many activities, events, and
clubs supported by activity fees
paid by the student body.

UNM department of philosophy,
Prof. Karl P. Koenig of the psychology department, and the Rev.
W. E. Crews of Canterbury
Chapel. Six English department
professors also testified, including Dr. Joseph Frank, department
chairman, Dr. Franklin Dickey,
Dr. David M. Johnson, Prof. Gene
Frumkim, Prof. Stephen Rodefer,
and Dr. Ernest W. Tedlock.
MAYNE AND his lawyer, Dan
McKinnon, said last night that
they plan to appeal Robin's deci·
sion to the state district court.
Dr. Dickey said last night that
he regards "My Secret Life" as
"one of the most defensible of
the books" on trial.
"It is not, in my definition,
pornographic. There are. things,.
to Jearn :from it, and it g1ves on"
an understanding o:f the Victorian
world," said Dr. Dickey, whose
testimony was largely concerned
with "My Secret Life.''
ALTHOUGH the book is "repetitious" and "rather dreary," it
has literary, historical, and sociological value, Dr. Dickey said.
The book is the subject of two
chapters in a study of the Vi~
tol'ian period by a Harvard Umversity associate professor, he
said.
.
The book "The Other VIctorians," by Steven Marcus, st~dies
"My Secret Life" from "a hter(Continued on Page 2)
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Lobo Goof
Due to a typographical error,
Associate Union Director Kirby
Krbcc was quoted in yesterday's Lobo as saying the Desert
Room lost $20,000 last year.
The correct fignre is $2000.
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Mayfield Debate Set
OnAcademicFreedom
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Bobby Mayfield (D·Dona
Ana) will debate Dr. David Hamilton, UNM economics professor,
on academic freedom Wednesday,
March 20 in the Union theater.
Mayfield was an outspoken critic of UNl\1 inviting militant
black power leader Stokely Carmichael to speak here. He said he
would reimbul'se the students for
Carmichael's $1500 fee if they
would cancel his appearance,
Soon after Mayfield's offer,
Carmichael cancelled the appearance scheduled for Feb. 21. Mayfield also called on the UNl\1 Regents to review their current
speakers policy. lie suggested
that the body should have some
power to censor or reject speak-

ers UNM wanted to bring to
c!\mpus.
Mayfield never questioned th!!""
right of the Associated Students
to bring Carmichael here. He
s!\id only that he did not think
people like Carmichael should be
allowed to speak.
Dr. Hamilton created a minor
flurry in 1962 iri Albuquerque
over a text book he wrote. The
book "The Consumer in Our
Eco~omy," was critici2ed by
some Albuquerqueans. They attacked Hamilton and the book as
being "socialistic.''
Leroy (Perky) Perkins, chair·
man of the Forum, a UNM student organization set up to exam·
ine and discuss issues of concern
to University students, scheduled
the debate.

